Abstract: This paper summarizes our initial e orts to reconstruct the urinary bladder from endoscopic images acquired in the clinical routine. We found that up to now, only very few attempts have been reported which achieve a true 3D reconstruction of the human bladder. One promising approach which yields a geometric reconstruction up to scale from a monocular stream of images is highlighted and our initial results obtained from adapting the method for its use in clinical cystoscopy are presented.
Introduction
Despite the steady progress achieved in improving image quality, navigating and working with cystoscopes remains di cult. Not only do they challenge hand-eyecoordination, but size constraints strongly limit the eld of view. Having visual access to what is in the proximity of the observed bladder tissue hence is of clear bene t. With digital cystoscopes at hand, technologies are developed to stitch digital images from endoscopic video to expand the e ective eld of view [2, 4, 15, 22] . For this, geometric surface reconstruction is an essential task [6, 9] . Traditional computer vision mostly focuses on man made environments and algorithms successfully applied in this domain often build implicitly or explicitly on the assumption of distinctive rigid geometric structures and/or textures. In medical endoscopy, the scene is mostly wet, glossy and of seemingly unde ned shape. The physician needs to interact with the tissue and blood or other particles may enter the scene to complicate the reconstruction task.
Image based reconstruction
Image based reconstruction of the geometry of a scene is the inverse problem of nding the 3D-to-2D mapping of world points X ∈ R to corresponding points x ∈ R in an image I with X unknown at the same time, i.e.
with K ∈ R × R the camera calibration, R ∈ R × R the rotation and t = −R C the translation of the camera coordinate system C ∈ R in world coordinates. The factor λ is due to the ambiguity in scale and arbitrary for unitless reconstructions. When treated in homogeneous coordinates, Equation 1 becomes˜
with P ∈ R × R [9]. Euclidean transformations in 3D are linked to their image by a linear model with a total of 15 degrees of freedom (DoF) in projective space [9] . To nd a reconstruction of P and˜ X which matches our Euclidean perception of the world up to scale, at least eight out of these 15 DoF need to be xed with prior knowledge from the scene, camera setup, or both. One can distinct between dense 3D reconstruction and feature based 3D reconstruction. For dense methods we refer to [18] . Sparse multiple view reconstruction is achieved in a series of steps covering pre-processing, 2D feature detection and pairwise matching, 2D image registration, consistent tracking of features over multiple frames, the iterative optimization of camera locations and scene geometry, and a post-processing step to interpolate the continuous surface between sparsly reconstructed 3D points and to texture map and blend image pixels to that surface [10, 19] . For a comparison of popular feature detectors we refer to [13] . Although feature matching is a combinatorial search problem, e cient approximate solutions exist, based on hierarchical decomposition of feature space [16] . Images I and I ′ are registered to each other by computing the pla- 
. Related work
Aside from cystoscopy, research actively investigates the problem of image based reconstruction in other environments subject to endoscopic inspection, such as abdomen, esophagus, colon or the respiratory system. For a comprehensive up to date review, we refer to Bergen et al. [6] and Maier-Hein et al. [12] . For cystoscopic environments though, little is found in literature on true geometric reconstruction of the urinary bladder from monocular image streams. Solutions for planar stitching i.e. the mapping of the scene onto a planar 2D surface, have been presented by several authors [2, 4, 5, 7, 22] . Although the planar projection model provides good oversight over the captured scene, it also produces signi cant distortion when the scene is indeed spherical. Consequently, estimating size and thus severity of certain lesions is problematic.
In [4] and [7] , Daul et al. propose a method for 3D reconstruction of the bladder surface using active stereo vision. A laser light pattern is projected onto the tissue surface and tracked by the camera. The 3D motion of the camera is deduced by minimizing the perspectivity which relates the known light pattern in successive views via a 2D homography. The advantage of this method is that it does not rely on salient texture features which in endoscopic scenes are often hard to nd.
In [2], Behrens et al. have investigated image stitching algorithms for uorescence cystoscopy. To reduce the amount of distortion, they suggest to not project the whole scene onto a plane but to project multiple smaller surface mosaics on a hemicube which mimics the common depictions known by most urologists from anatomical textbooks. The authors further propose an approximate 3D reconstruction by de ning a virtual spherical mesh and mapping stripes of image mosaics onto that mesh [3] .
The approach presented by Soper et al. [20] is closest to our goal of generating a 3D surface reconstruction of the inner bladder wall based on cystoscopic video. The authors assume manual bladder inspection to be substituted with a robot that controls a custom ultra-thin, highly exible endoscope to scan the bladder in spiral turns of 360 degrees at constant speed and distance to the surface.
Our approach detailed below is closely related to that in [20] but aims at transferring the proposed processing pipeline to endoscopic data acquired in manual inspections using a rigid or exible cystoscope. 
. Cystoscopic reconstruction
Soper et al. suggest the reconstruction of the urinary bladder by iteratively optimizing the angular components of 3D features on the unit sphere and to do a nal iteration with the spherical constraint removed to let scene points converge to the true shape (Figure 1 ).
SIFT features [11] are extracted and subsequent frames registered to each other using the Nearest to Second Nearest Neighbor Distance Ratio (NNDR) [19] on feature level and RANSAC [8] on frame level. To reduce the data set, Soper et al. propose to maximize the baseline between overlapping frames using a greedy adaptive step size heuristic. In our experiments we achieve a compression rate in the range of 70% to 90% on real images which is in the same range as reported in [20] . Given that N images were selected, the search space for loops is N(N− ) . To accelerate search, every frame is compared with only every third other frame unless overlap is detected. Then, the current frame is also compared against all frames neighboring the successful match, until the next mismatch. In an associative matching step frame i is nally compared with frame k, if i and k both match with frame j. With frame matching complete, 3D feature extraction follows for which pairwise feature correspondences need to be consistently assigned to disjoint tracks to register multiple corresponding views. The solution in [20] is to query for each feature correspondence the history of already mapped features, whether any in the corresponding pair is already assigned to some track. If not, a new track is started. If one feature from the pair is assigned, the other is assigned to the same track. If both features were already assigned but to di erent tracks, both features, including the associated tracks, are discarded. In our experiments we observed a rather high drop rate, e ectively discarding close to 75% of possible tracks (Figure 4 ). After 3D point extraction, reconstruction is performed by adding frames and initializing new cameras in alternating iterations, each time followed by bundle adjustment (BA). For BA to converge in a global optimum, careful initialization is essential [21] . Therefore, new cameras are initialized by projecting visible points to the sphere and solving a Perspective-N-Point problem (PnP) according to [17] . With scene points reconstructed, Soper et al. go to t a spline to the point cloud to reconstruct the surface which is textured using weighted average blending. Up to now, our algorithm follows very much along the lines of Soper et al. However, we do not assume a robot controlled motion of the cystoscope but one that is freely maneuvered. We chose to take SURF [1] for feature detection and we initialize camera poses using the EPnP algorithm by . SURF as well as EPnP are reported to show close to equal results albeit at less computational demand than the alternatives chosen in [20] . The frame selection described in [20] is susceptible to taint the subset of frames with uninformative ones as they are observed in periods of overexposure or rapid movement. This is due to the algorithm reducing the baseline in response to mismatched frames. At minimal baseline, it fails to drop neighoring frames if still no match is found. Instead, both frames are selected into the subset, ultimately keeping all of the most uninformative frames. We simply chose to reinitialize in those cases i.e. we wait until the next successful sequential match and then start adding frames again as proposed in [20] .
. Discussion
To verify our algorithm, ideal data is taken from a synthetic, computer generated phantom which mimics the non-spherical shape of the human bladder (Fig. 3a) . The texture is chosen to be feature rich. To evaluate the frame analysis stage, image sequences from real cystoscopic procedures serve as input.
In Figure 2a , the result of frame matching for the virtual phantom is visualized. A virtual camera ride is performed at constant speed, following the spiral scan pat- In manually controlled examinations, urologists tend to scan the bladder in a star-like trajectory joining in pivot points with high discriminative power (indicated by arti cial black lines); (c) Match matrix for frame matching, on real data over a sequence of 3000 frames. Black pixels denote a match. 258 frames were selected for reconstruction (Compression: 91.4%).
tern described in [20] . As expected, the matrix of matched frames shows a sparse block-diagonal structure with the subset of previously selected frames on the main diagonal and non-sequential matches in the upper triangular half. Depending on spiral overlap, loops are detected with a certain periodicity resulting in further diagonals in the match table. Figure 2b shows a rst result after BA.
For a real bladder inspection, the match table is depicted in Figure 3c . The results are obtained over a sequence of 3,000 frames from which 258 views were automatically selected for further matching. The pattern of a manually controlled bladder examination is quite different from the spiral pattern, observed in Fig. 2 and much sparser. Instead of showing o -diagnoals, additional matches are found on diagonals orthogonal to the main diagonal. This pattern is characteristic for urologists who scan the bladder on a star-like trajectory towards the ureter with some salient x point chosen on the bladder wall to which they periodically return before rotating the cystoscope and starting a new scan track (Figure 3a-b) . Due to re-initialization, the matrix is not contiguous on the main diagonal. This is no problem as long as the overall graph of matched frames is connected i.e. there are no unconnected subgraphs. For this particular scene, no unconnected subgraphs are found for subgraphs are connected by very few pairwise matches with frames showing the x point chosen by the urologist.
From evaluating scene point extraction, a high loss of possible 3D features was found. For the synthetic scene, 14,060 tracks were established over 98 frames. Although showing a distinctive texture, from these, only 5,681 (40%) of tracks were found consistent over more than three frames (Fig. 4) . The average length for robust tracks is 3.60 frames. In the above experiment on real data over 3,000 frames, 258 views were selected. From these, 15,074 tracks were initialized during scene point extraction. After invalidating inconsistent tracks and those declared too short (L ≤ ) the number of retained tracks amounts to only 3,145 (21%). The average length is 3.52.
With respect to runtime, the system is currently far from real-time. Frame matching is in the range of hours on commodity hardware. However, room for improvement is expected in a timely decoupling of frame analysis and reconstruction into separate processing threads.
. Conclusion
Our interest is in geometric reconstruction of the urinary bladder from cystoscopic video for which we adapt and evaluate a method recently described in [20] . In our experiments we observed a high drop rate of features in the 3D feature extraction stage, e ectively creating a high loss in geometric detail. In next steps we keep on validating our algorithm on video material from cystoscopic procedures while adding surface interpolation, texture mapping and blending. We further plan to improve multiframe tracking to reduce the loss of geometric detail.
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